Mensor Corporation Becomes ISO 9001 Registered
Mensor Corporation designs and manufactures
precision pressure measuring and controlling
instruments and systems. With products featuring
computer interface capabilities, their extensive line
includes digital gauges, pressure controllers,
aste ocu e
transducers and pressure
calibration systems. Used in
metrology and calibration
laboratories, research
facilities, engineering offices,
production test stands, and in
other environments where
high accuracy pressure
measurement and control is
required, many of their
products are custom made to
meet their clients’ specific
requirements. In addition,
Mensor also provides calibration and repair servicing
for their equipment and other related instruments.
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Founded in 1969, Mensor has provided instruments and
systems all over the world. With 50 employees and half of
them dedicated with more than 20 years of long-term
service on the job, Mensor has developed an international
reputation for quality products that incorporate advanced
technology.
Many of Mensor’s existing customers were requiring ISO
registration. With certification, the potential to expand the
customer base with significant accounts existed. Achieving
the ISO 9001 registration would allow Mensor to become
more competitive internationally. Changes in staffing and
organization had stalled prior attempts to fully implement
the ISO 9001 requirements. Now, Mensor needed help to
obtain the ISO 9001 certification in an aggressive
timeframe

“TMAC’s involvement in the early stages of this
process was critical to Mensor making a strong
commitment to ISO as a quality management
system,” said Neilson. Tomjack facilitated the
development of new methods, documented
procedures and the record
keeping required. With
employees and management
committed to the quality
program, Mensor achieved ISO
9001 registration successfully
on their first external audit.
“The guidance by Florence
Tomjack of TMAC provided
the needed boost to get us to
this point in our ISO program.
Even at this early stage of the
program, we are a new
company with a revitalized commitment to
quality, to international trade, and to the future,”
adds Neilson.
POSITIVE RESULTS
Mensor’s Quality Assurance Coordinator, Dr.
Dick Creelman has noticed the improvement in
teamwork with employees since the ISO
program went into place. When problems occur,
employees respond with positive suggestions for
improvement and get the problem solved. “This
is a sign we have moved to a process quality
instead of a function quality,” says Creelman.
“On-time delivery is being addressed with a
preventative action program. Weekly meetings
are held to define and resolve system
bottlenecks, another sign of process quality
improvement. I am pleased with the progress in
our quality program,” he adds.

ENTER TMAC
Paul Neilson, President of Mensor, had heard of TMAC
through the San Marcos Economic Development office and
had already established a relationship by obtaining
information with regard to training opportunities and about
the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Process
(NVLAP). After Mensor’s participation in a TMAC
Internal Auditor training event, Neilson made the call to
TMAC for one-on-one help with their journey towards ISO
9001 certification.

PRESIDENT’S TESTIMONIAL
“Mensor indeed owes a great deal of gratitude to
TMAC for their contribution and commitment to
making Mensor a business better prepared to
compete in a very tough global economy and a
small company with a brighter future for our
employees and shareholders,” say Neilson.

Florence Tomjack, P.E., Manufacturing Specialist, was
called to assist with the ISO registration. Tomjack was the
perfect match to assist with Mensor’s ISO certification, as
she had more than 20 years experience in the electronics
manufacturing field and specialized in creating efficient
quality management systems that comply with the
international ISO requirements.

For TMAC information, call Bill Rafferty at 210522-5865.

For more information, call Paul Neilson at 512396-4200 or visit www.mensor.com.
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